A corre1at.m method of nonperturbative control on the ion energy spectrum, beam profile and transverse emittance in a bending transport line area, is suggested. The method is based on measurements of the cross-correlation function between a flux of photons or particles from a probing target pseudorandomly modulated in time, and that of fast informationcarrier convoy particles produced in the target and recorded at a drift distance. Characteristics of the apparatus used to realize the proposed diagnostic method by means of time-integrated correlometers based on charge-coupled devices, are considered for a source of H -ions.
INTRODUCTION
For high-brightness ion accelerators it is important to obtain information on beam parameters not affecting them appreciably during measurements (nonperturbative diagnostics). For this purpose in a bending transport line area fast neutral or charged convoy particles can be used. These particles are produced as a result of ion destruction or the charge-exchange process in a specially shaped target which is practically transparent for a beam (for H -beams see [l-51). The target is formed so that these informationcarrier convoy particles (IN-particles) follow the ion velocity in magnitude (in relative units) and in direction (in rad) with accuracies required for measurements. These accuracies can be estimated by 5 (p01,/M;Ei)0*5 where p, is the reduced mass of the IN-paticle and the remaining part of the ion in its destruction or the ion and electrons in their recombinanion, I, is the affinity energy, M; and E; are the ion mass and energy, respectively. In sources, for example of negative ions, the probability of INparticle generation (77) in residual gas can be quite considerable (for the neutral IN-particles qp M 0.2 -0.4). In this case, using the well known methods [l-51 for any density of a probing target, it is impossible to separate directly information on beam parameters from a flux of background IN-particles on a detector. The correlation method of nonperturbative measurements of ion beam parameters considered in this paper allows one to overcome these difficulties.
METHOD
The correlation met hod of nonpert urbative measurements of the ion energy spectrum has been previously proposed [7, 10] . As a result of the wavequide propagation of photons through GaAs CC-linear structure 1 (see Fig.a,c) , the I:,-current modulates the flux I&, by the photoelectric absorption effect within a x 100% dynamical range of modulation. An instantaneous spatial distribution of charges mer the pixels of this structure corresponds to the discrete-in-time representation of the shape of a I:,-current signal. After the modulation, photon flux 2 is detected by silicon CC-linear structure 3. The spatial distribution of charges accumulated there during the measurement time T, corresponds to the discrete-in-time presentation of the =,-function.
Fairly large I:,-fluxes of photons provide the needed charge within the pixels of the detected CC-linear structure during a short time within a pulse of the ion beam. The RY,,-functions can be read out during intervals between target switchings or between ion beam pulses and taking into account the guiding frequency of modulating structures 1.
As estimates for the source of H -ions with an energy of Ei x 20 keV, L x 100 cm and the average power density of laser radiation within the duration of a series of pulses I : x 4 105W/cm2
(\Ea,/\k,, m lo2), the proposed apparatus allows one to realize nonperturbative measurements of beam parameters during T , 2 T, w 100 ns with accuracies, e.g., of x 0.4% in energy and of x 2 -rad in Y'.
